A Unique Value

*Bloomberg Law*® offers authoritative litigation solutions that save time and effort and provide an in-depth understanding of legal issues and trends. Combining the latest technology with primary and secondary sources, including case law, dockets, practical guidance, news, and business and market intelligence, *Bloomberg Law* strengthens your litigation practice through continuous investment and innovation to meet your evolving business needs.

Access – Content – Innovation

Our unified platform with single sign-on provides a unique competitive advantage, including seamless navigation to all of *Bloomberg Law’s* content and practice tools. Organization of content by practice center – including the recently released E-Discovery Practice Center – provides an intelligent, intuitive design and ensures ease of access to the content and tools you need.

A *Bloomberg Law* subscription also includes unrestricted usage. You can use as much of our content for as long as you wish, including state and federal dockets for 1,200+ courts; 13+ million court opinions with BCite™, our proprietary citator; 100+ *Bloomberg BNA Law Reports*; 75,000 Bloomberg news sources; hundreds of treatises and portfolios; and the Business Intelligence Center with renowned Bloomberg company and financial information.

Our commitment to continuous innovation means *Bloomberg Law* will improve over time at no additional cost to you. Enhancements benefiting litigators – such as Points of Law, Litigation Analytics, Docket Key™, and Smart Code™ – use the latest data-driven technology, including artificial intelligence (AI), to deliver timesaving tools. And, there’s much more to come.

Research

Comprehensive Primary Law Content; Timesaving Tools

On *Bloomberg Law*, you have unlimited access to comprehensive federal and state primary resources, including case law, codes, rules, regulations, legislative materials, and dockets.

*Bloomberg Law*’s continuously updated database of more than 13 million published and unpublished opinions includes BCite™, our proprietary system of citation. A combination of human intelligence and automation contributes to the quality and efficiency of this timesaving tool. Find out if your case is still good law and understand the opinion in broader context with a richness of detail.

Each court opinion provides a right rail link to BCite analysis with quick links to Direct History (opinions directly related to the case at issue); Case Analysis (citing cases, with filter and search options);
For research of state and federal codes, rules, and regulations, **Smart Code** applies machine learning to citing cases to identify extracts of court opinions that reference a particular code, rule, or regulation. **Smart Code** is an improvement on annotated code, using machine learning to identify sections of court opinions (called “extracts”) that make reference to a particular code, rule, or regulation and to rank each extract’s discussion of the code on a sliding scale from “weak” to “strong.” It also offers the ability to search by keyword and to filter by date, jurisdiction, and legal topic.

**Bloomberg Law** features Bloomberg BNA Classification Outlines and Headnotes to help you focus on key points of selected cases in several practice areas, e.g., Labor & Employment, Benefits & Executive Compensation, Intellectual Property, and Tech & Telecom. **Bloomberg Law** makes it easy for you to find relevant headnotes and their related cases by topic, keyword, and classification number.

**Table of Authorities** (prior opinions cited by the case at hand, with filter and search options); and **Citing Documents** (dockets, court orders, law report articles, books and treatises, and other documents citing the case at issue).

Take your case law research to another level with **Points of Law**, a game-changing research tool leveraging machine learning, AI technologies, and data visualization to shorten research time by isolating the language essential to a court’s reasoning.

The days of sifting through irrelevant court opinions are over. While in a case, simply click on the **Points of Law** icon located on the right rail of the court opinion. From any blue highlighted section of the opinion, click through to a generalized **Point of Law** and supporting case law. **Citation Map**, a data visualization component of **Points of Law**, provides an at-a-glance, graphical view, including the leading case and citing cases over a period of time.

For ease of use, **Bloomberg Law** also supports a keyword search of the database, providing seamless navigation to relevant jurisdiction-specific **Points of Law** and citing cases. By enabling you to quickly and easily determine which cases are the most cited, most relevant, or most recent, the **Points of Law** search reduces the probability that an important case will be missed.

**For research of state and federal codes, rules, and regulations, Smart Code** applies machine learning to citing cases to identify extracts of court opinions that reference a particular code, rule, or regulation. **Smart Code** is an improvement on annotated code, using machine learning to identify sections of court opinions (called “extracts”) that make reference to a particular code, rule, or regulation and to rank each extract’s discussion of the code on a sliding scale from “weak” to “strong.” It also offers the ability to search by keyword and to filter by date, jurisdiction, and legal topic.

**Bloomberg Law** features Bloomberg BNA Classification Outlines and Headnotes to help you focus on key points of selected cases in several practice areas, e.g., Labor & Employment, Benefits & Executive Compensation, Intellectual Property, and Tech & Telecom. **Bloomberg Law** makes it easy for you to find relevant headnotes and their related cases by topic, keyword, and classification number.
Dockets

Bloomberg Law Dockets provide direct access to docket filings so you can easily find the material you need for your cases. You can quickly search, track, and set alerts. Dockets are linked from case law so you can expand your research in a cost-effective way.

Dockets coverage is comprehensive. It encompasses all federal District and Circuit courts, including bankruptcy courts; international coverage, including United Kingdom courts; and dockets for 980 state courts, including the Delaware Court of Chancery — totaling more than 1,200 courts.

Bloomberg Law’s alerts are delivered rapidly, with dockets from many U.S. District courts collected every 10 minutes and from the Delaware Court of Chancery every hour. Complaints are automatically attached in over 200 courts so these alerts are immediate and can be precisely targeted to the keywords in the document.

Our Docket Search form drastically reduces the number of clicks it takes to input a search and streamlines the docket search experience. A single search lets you easily craft searches using template fields and keywords, and you can execute a keyword search across filings and dockets.

Bloomberg Law has introduced a proprietary docket filing classification system - Docket KeySM - intended to eliminate the challenges and time it takes to locate items within dockets. The system uses a machine learning technique to pinpoint the type of filing you are looking for, such as briefs, motions, orders, and complaints. Now it takes only a few clicks to find the right brief, locate expert witness or precedent material, and sample documents for drafting.
Develop Litigation Strategy; Stay Ahead of the Competition

Litigation Analytics

*Bloomberg Law’s Litigation Analytics* enables users to visualize litigation trends, predict outcomes, advise clients, and improve overall litigation strategy. Relying on Bloomberg’s business and financial information as well as *Bloomberg Law’s* dockets and opinions, *Litigation Analytics* organizes searches by company, law firm, and judge.

**Company Search** allows you to search across more than 3.5 million public and private companies. You can sort by law firm, case type, date range, litigation history, and jurisdiction. Filter out subsidiaries, link to company profiles, and view a company’s organizational hierarchy. Learn more about your clients and potential clients, see which law firms they’re hiring for the practice areas you support, and find peer companies to your current clients. *Litigation Analytics* can help you develop your book of business and deepen relationships with your current clients.

**Law Firm Search** analyzes more than 7,000 law firms and the companies they represent in federal court. See the entirety of a law firm’s case portfolio and sort by company, case type, date range, litigation history, and jurisdiction. Conduct competitive research on your opposing counsel so that you can better anticipate what your litigation against them will look like. You can link to dockets and review their briefs and see how much experience they have in specific practice areas. You can also look up the law firms that represent your clients to benchmark your firm against theirs.

With **Judge Search** you can search across all sitting federal district court judges. Gain deeper insights from the judge’s profile, historical work and current cases, cited opinions, decisions by motion outcomes, appeals outcomes, length of case, appearances, and case type. *Litigation Analytics* will inform your litigation or settlement strategy by helping to better predict outcomes, timing, and case costs by discovering how certain motions and appeals resolved and by assessing relationships between parties, law firms, and areas of law.

Business Intelligence Center

*Bloomberg Law’s Business Intelligence Center* delivers a powerful suite of tools that draws on Bloomberg’s news and financial data integrated with legal resources to help you identify and target new business development opportunities and stay current on the specific issues, people, and organizations that affect your clients and caseload.

Fully integrated into *Bloomberg Law*, the **Business Intelligence Center**:

- Tracks more than 75,000 news sources by topic, from rumored mergers to bankruptcies to investigations, in order to get ahead of emerging developments that could affect your clients.
• Stays ahead of market, regulatory, and legal developments with real-time social media and docket alerts.
• Provides a single point of access for an entity’s available financial statements, shareholder information and filings, management profiles, credit ratings, capital structure data, SEC filings, and more.

The **Business Intelligence Center** allows you to create an unlimited number of dashboards populated with the tools and searches you choose. Dashboards are automatically refreshed with the latest information, which can be shared with any member of your organization who is a **Bloomberg Law** subscriber.

### Trackers & Analytics

**Bloomberg Law**'s editorially curated **Trackers** keep you abreast of legislative, regulatory, and litigation developments affecting critical components of general litigation, corporate, securities, health, labor and employment, and other practice areas. They are designed to help you mitigate litigation risks and sanctions, inform litigation defense or settlement, navigate the regulatory landscape, provide business insights, and stay ahead of trends affecting your areas of practice. An **Analytics** component turns this in-depth analysis into graphical snapshots that, at a glance, tell a compelling story around topics of critical importance.

**Bloomberg Law** offers more than 40 **Trackers**, many of which include an **Analytics** component.

---

![Supreme Court Today Tracker](image)
News; Law Reports; Real-Time News Coverage

Stay up-to-date with real-time news, headlines at a glance, specialized coverage, customizable alerts, and exclusive access to Bloomberg News and Bloomberg BNA Law Reports.

Rely on Bloomberg Law for access to more than 75,000 domestic and international news sources and the expert analysis of more than 100 Bloomberg BNA Law Reports from an award-winning staff that includes 240 journalists in metro D.C. and more than 40 international correspondents.

Bloomberg BNA Law Reports – renowned for their analysis, accuracy, and timeliness – include market-recognized litigation coverage such as United States Law Week® and Class Action Litigation Report®. A Bloomberg Law subscription also includes practice area coverage, including leading titles such as Daily Labor Report®; Patent, Trademark & Copyright Journal®; Bankruptcy Law Reporter™; and Banking Daily™.

You can sign up for notifications to any of the Bloomberg BNA Law Reports to stay ahead of developments and fully understand the implications for your practice area. From the News Search window, you can set an unlimited number of search notifications across 75,000 news sources that will be sent directly to your inbox.

As part of our commitment to continuous innovation, Bloomberg Law’s Enhanced News is being rolled out by practice area, allowing you to get up-to-the-minute news via a custom email that is sent to your inbox at a time and frequency of your choosing.
Analysis

Comprehensive Secondary Sources

Bloomberg Law includes well over 200 litigation treatises, including titles published by Bloomberg BNA and third-party publishers. Our range of titles includes broad topical coverage such as Federal Appellate Practice (Bloomberg BNA) and Handling Federal Discovery (James Publishing); practice area-specific titles such as ERISA Litigation (Bloomberg BNA) and Business Torts Litigation (ABA); and state-specific coverage such as New York Civil Practice Before Trial (James Publishing) and Massachusetts Discovery Practice (MCLE).

In addition, Bloomberg Law offers a Litigation Practice Portfolio Series offering in-depth coverage of litigation practice from discovery to spoliation to consumer class actions. Market-recognized as accurate and authoritative, Bloomberg BNA Portfolios are subject to continuous renewal and supplementation. An addition to the Litigation Practice Portfolio Series, New York Commercial Division Practice Guide, is the first publication of its kind to focus on this unique trial court and is lauded by New York litigators as a "must-have" treatise.

Our Bloomberg BNA Portfolio Series, featuring 13 practice group headings and more than 700 individual Portfolios, has integrated litigation coverage throughout the analysis, such as guidance surrounding SEC investigations and enforcement proceedings, Medicare appeals, and shareholder derivative litigation.

Dedicated Practice Center Coverage

Bloomberg Law’s practice center organization provides you with an added advantage, effectively organizing topical analysis so you quickly and effectively find the information you need. Redesigned practice centers with practice-specific search capabilities include a streamlined user interface that places high-value, topically organized content right on the landing page.

A number of our 15 practice centers – Antitrust, Benefits & Executive Compensation, Corporate, Patents & Trade Secrets, Securities, and Trademarks & Copyrights – include distinct landing pages organizing practice area litigation coverage. Litigation tools such as the Labor Arbitration Awards Tracker and the Securities Class Action Settlements and Fee Awards Tracker appear prominently on their respective practice centers. Many of our practice centers also include In Focus: Practice Pages, combining legal analysis, news, primary sources, business information, analytics, and special features for a detailed topical overview of issues transforming the market. Example topics include Patent Venue, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, and Opioid Litigation.
Bloomberg Law’s E-Discovery Practice Center provides a first-of-its-kind comprehensive solution for attorneys and their support teams who require authoritative information and guidance on obtaining, handling, and deploying electronically stored evidence. Topically organized practice pages help you understand all stages of e-discovery practice with intelligently organized primary and secondary coverage as well as sample forms and pleadings.

Practical Guidance

Bloomberg Law’s Practical Guidance provides step-by-step, how-to coverage, including overviews, checklists, sample forms and agreements, timelines, drafting and negotiating guides, and so much more.

Our Practical Guidance, written by expert practitioners, has appeared for decades in our Bloomberg BNA Portfolio Series. Individual Portfolios in our Litigation Practice Portfolio Series, for example, include sample practice tools such as checklists, notices, motions, orders, and interrogatories. Our redesigned practice centers now feature our Practical Guidance as a distinct content type and Bloomberg Law is in the process of expanding this content offering.

Our practice centers include a broad array of Practical Guidance, such as Responding to an EEOC Charge (Labor & Employment Practice Center), In Practice: Patent Term (Patents & Trade Secrets Practice Center), and Litigation Management (Corporate Practice Center).